For Immediate Release

Techni-Tool Wins Northrop Grumman 2011 Supplier Award
Worcester, PA, December 2011 - Techni-Tool, Inc. has been awarded the Northrop Grumman 2011 World
Class Supplier Award, one of only 26 suppliers recognized for their outstanding performance and support of
Northrop Grumman's Socio-Economic Business Programs (SEBP).
Acknowledged as consistently demonstrating responsiveness and flexibility to help meet Northrop Grumman's
needs, Techni-Tool was also recognized for a high quality of work, on-time delivery, outstanding cost
management, and reliable performance, consistently offering practical solutions to real world problems. TechniTool has delivered more than 44,000 items to Northrop Grumman through the second quarter of 2011 alone,
with only 2 items returned. They have also been instrumental in supporting Northrop Grumman's tool crib with
supplier managed inventory, as well as providing other means to streamline the purchasing process.
Stuart Weiss, Executive Vice President of Techni-Tool, along with Hector Hernandez, Techni-Tool's Eastern
Regional Manager, were present to receive the award. "We take great pride in not only meeting, but exceeding
the expectations of our customers," said Weiss, "so it’s always an honor to be recognized for those efforts."
About Techni-Tool
For more than 50 years Techni-Tool, Inc. has served the electronics production industry with the finest tools,
test equipment, production supplies, ESD control and more, from top manufacturers around the globe.
Headquartered in Worcester, PA, Techni-Tool serves customers in more than 100 countries with a unique
combination of best in class customer service, sales and technical expertise combined with unmatched product
selection, inventory control systems and added value that has made it the leading distributor in the field.
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